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Apartfrom the traditional summer-seasonal tourism offer at the Adriatic coast and islands,
otherforms of sustainable tourist activities in the continental part ofCroatia are not developed

enough. Although important, the capacities in protected natural areas, national parks
and nature parks are 110tsufficiently used.

In this article, besides the theorv ofecotourism. world experience and standard,'
related [0 tourism development in protected natural areas, the res lilts of the survey on visitors'

perception of the tourist offer in North-Western part of the Republic of Croatia
(mountainous part of Gorski Kotar and Lika, including the whole of Velebit and Velika Kapela)

are presented It coversfour National Parks (Plitvice Lakes, Paklenica, Northern Velebit and Risnjak)
and the Nature Park Velebit. It is a typical karst area with all its characteristics.

The results of the survey conducted during the summer of200-l present in detail the visitors'
perception of the national parks and the nature park as well as their quality and availability

of the tourist offer. The recontntendation regarding ecotourisnt development
in protected natural areas in Croatia refers to the preparation ofoverall marketing for

all protected areas and joint promotion at Croatian and international market.
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1. Introduction

For centuries and even today natural resources
have been considered as invaluable and irreplace-
able values to man. The protection of different ani-
mal types and their habitats is being achieved by the
establishment of real protected areas (Spell berg
1992). The first example of separating certain terri-
tory from the overall use happened several centuries
ago, by the establishment of Yellowstone, the first
world National Park, in 1872. Today's reasons for
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separating certain territory are not only its protec-
tion and conservation, but also its sustainable use.
According to International Union for the Conserva-
tion of Nature - IUC ,protected natural areas are
defined as «a territory to which legislative measures
of limited use by people of flora and fauna are ap-
plied» (Lucas 199::'). Having that in mind,
ecotourism as the key activity of men in protected
area is defined as «responsible journey to the area
of natural beauty where environmental conservation
and biodiversity is achieved to the well being of lo-
cal inhabitants» (Epler Wood 1996). The relation-
ship between protected areas and ecotourism is de-
termined by seven basic common principles:
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- Avoiding negative impact which might harm
or destroy the integrity or the character of the vis-
ited natural or cultural environment

- Education of visitors on the importance of
protection and conservation of natural resources,

- Realisation of direct income for the nature
protection and protected area management,

- Possible economic advantages to the local
community, i.e. inhabitants living in protected areas,

- Planning of sustainable tourist flows and
possible growth of tourist activities for the advan-
tage of national economy,

- Increase of domestic income by using facil i-
ties and services owned by the local community, and

- Increased care of the environment, from in-
frastructure applicable to the environment, reduced
use of fissile fuel, conservation of local flora and
fauna.

Modern scientific and expert literature recog-
nises several definitions of ecotourisrn of the simi-
lar or somewhat wider scope. For example, Boo
(1992) describes ecotourism as «tourism directed to
nature which at the same time promotes protection
and sustainable development» thus representing the
elements of proactive protection and economic
growth of the area with tourist activities. Honey
(1999) extends the definition of ecotourism so as to
use expected benefits of protected natural areas and
financial benefits of local community for future en-
vironmental protection, including human rights and
democratic movements. In the context of environ-
mental and nature protection, ecotourisrn is often
mentioned as one of the methods of Community-
based natural resource management - CBNRM)
(Kiss, 2004) and represents a popular choice of agree-
able activities for the conservation of bio-diversity
and econom ic growth and development. Finally, it
can be concluded that ecotourism as an activity unites
vision of environmental conservation/protection and
conservation of bio-diversity simultaneously giving
incentives to local rural development based on the
principles of sustainability.

Ecotourism in protected areas is usually related
(especially in Europe) to relatively smaller and often
scarcely populated areas in the development of which
only a few residents and employees of the parks are
included. Due to that, the funds for project financing
in the field of ecotourism are limited, the expected
revenue smaller and the results are, as a rule, visible
only in the long term. Also, the idea of preserving
natural beauty and biodiversity while achieving finan-
cial success from an ecotourisrn project is often in-
comprehensible and unsupported by the carriers of
local development. The level of ecotourism projects

is still low, while the way of thinking and everyday
habits ofthe local centres in which they appear is con-
centrated to small changes. The changes in the way
the local population views its natural resources are
minimal and they mostly remain dependant for a long
time on the measures placed upon them by develop-
ment policies without understanding and accepting the
concept of sustainable development on the level of
local rural communities.

In Croatia, ecotourism is being developed into
the most attractive form of tourist service, especially
in continental parts. rural areas and in the vicinity of
national and nature parks. The development of
ecotourism in protected nature areas provides a pos-
sibility of enjoying beauty, fresh air, physical activ-
ity, education and of viewing the wildlife in a natu-
ral environment (Pravdic, 2003), while taking into
account its possible downsides if it is not conceived
and controlled step-by-step (controll ing the growth
of the number of visitors and infrastructural inter-
ventions in the surroundings). The development can,
on the other hand, help the preservation of the eco-
system preventing further erosion and maintaining
the biological integrity by actively promoting edu-
cation on the preservation of nature and strengthen-
ing the bonds with the local community and visitors.

2. Basic Indicators of
the Condition of Croatian Tourism

The geographical territory of the Republic of
Croatia has always attracted numerous tourists. ad-
venturers and travellers by its diversity and un-
touched natural beauty. The vast Panonian Plain,
mountainous forest landscapes of Gorski Kotar and
Lika rich with diverse and unique flora and fauna
offer different possibilities for mountaineering and
spending creative, active vacations and recreation in
natural surroundings (Tisma, Pisarovic. Farkas,
200 I).
The Adriatic coast with numerous islands and rich
historical and cultural heritage has been recognized
globally and used as the unique destination in Euro-
pean and world tourist agencies (Tisma, 2005).

Beautiful and diverse nature of the Republic
of Croatia and the traditional development of tourist
activity across the Adriatic coast are a resource which
should be carefully considered and provide the base
for all future economic development. Econom ic and
political conditions at the end of 1980s and the be-
ginning of I990s, especially with regard to the Home-
land War, have had a great influence on the current
condition of tourism as an economic field. The ac-
tivities in tourism in the period from 1980 to 1990
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are characterised by big tour-operators and low prices
of tourist packages, i.e. mass tourism often with law
quality of services, from accommodation to other
parts oftourist offer. Moreover, the basic character-
istics of tourist activities from that period are un-
controlled use of natural resources for the needs of
tourism, often out ofthe limits of environmental car-
rying capacity at certain tourist destinations. The
research from that period shows that the number of
daily visitors of the Plitvice Lakes National Park was
significantly higher than the carrying capacity, thus
causing damage to natural environment.

According to careful consideration of the de-
sign of modern Croatian tourist offer today's activi-
ties are based on quality promotional activities,
higher quality of service, accommodation and other
tourist offer which must change the tendencies and
consequences of mass tourism.

The fact is that the inherited mass tourism can
hardly be fully avoided, but it is evident that people,
potential customers and users of offered tourist serv-
ices, use their spare time during vacations. week-
ends or holidays in a different manner. Today there
is a new form of "educated tourists", therefore the
notion of «mass tourism» is changed into something
that might be called «quality mass tourism» (Piijevec,
1998). All negative characteristics of mass tourism
are still present but have been mitigated by a better
control of the use of natural resources and a better
quality of offered services.
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Figure 1: Tourists flow in the Republic of Croatia
from 2001 to 2005

Some of the figures, apart from the above
mentioned, are the base for strategic thinking on fu-
ture development of Croatian tourist offer, i.e. al-
most 25% of basic capacities realise between 40%
and 50% of all overnight stays in Croatia and the
degree of average annual occupancy comes very
close 40% (cca. 140 days annually). It must also be
taken into consideration that tourism is an environ-
mental pollution factor as well. Namely, independ-
ently of natural and antropogenous possibilities and
quality of total and constructed resources which

might be made available for tourist exploitation. the
total tourist growth in Croatia should, so to say "be
kept under control", (Pirjevec, 1998) and divert the
strategy and guidelines as much as possible from
mass tourism and industry. Considering the role of
tourism as an economic activity and its long-term
development Croatia proves to be on the right path,
especially with regard to the possibilities and growth
of interest and demand in the field of ecotourisrn.
particularly related to protected areas.

The analysis of avai lable strategic documents.
articles and public scientific and expert discussions
show the following starting points to determine the
vision and goals of future tourism development
(Cizmar, 2000):

- Croatia has exceptional natural beauty and
other tourism potentials of global value, but the ex-
isting tourist offer. due to inherited bad technologi-
cal, managerial and marketing standards, should be
thoroughly restructured and modernised;

- Shaping up of national tourist products must
be done according to the concepts of sustainable
development quality management;

- In order to increase general sectoral effi-
ciency and especially commercial tourism, Croatia
should create a space for real estate business (time
share, sell and lease back. rent, etc.):

- Privatisation processes in Croatian tourism
should end by taking over a dominant risk and re-
sponsibility for the property;

- Croatian independence presents the basis to
create systematic conditions which will enable in-
ternational competitiveness of Croatian tourism.

The vision for the development of Croatian
tourism, also declared in the mentioned strategic
documents, consists of the following issues:

- Sustainable tourist development,
- Croatia as highly valued tourist destination

in Europe (between the T" and the lOth position, ac-
cording to the volume of physical transport and re-
alised income),

- Systematic growth of Croatian tourist prod-
uct and services quality.

Although there is a clear vision for the devel-
opment of tourist sector, the manners for achieving
the set future goals have not been agreed upon until
today, due to different political, regionaillocal inter-
ests, depending on the micro or macro level of deci-
sion-makers (Tisrna. 2005). Furthermore, the con-
sen su s regarding the implementation and
operationalisation of strategic tourist goals has 1I0t
been agreed upon, which should be the starting point
for the future economic development of Croatia.
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lnstitutionalisation at micro/regional level is
one oft-he ways to eliminate the so far non-articulated
conditions in the field of tourism activities often aris-
ing from the fact that the services offered in the Re-
public of Croatia are sti II in a transition process, i.e.
that a consistent and efficient tourism policy in Croatia
is still burdened with numerous limiting factors.

Tourism activity in Croatia should be redi-
rected from tourist-catering monopole companies
where the value was achieved by renting natural re-
sources (Cizmar, 2000) to innovative, modern and
globally acknowledged technologic-managerial so-
lutions for the development of tourism at interna-
tional market.

Much has been done lately through a number
of legal documents and regulations trying to define
the ways for the most efficient management and the
best possible tourist offer of products and services.
The obvious achievement and a step forward is the
Strategic tourist marketing plan and Marketing plans
for tourism development at county level. These plans
help to enable the most efficient use of diverse natu-
ral resources and developmental potentials (economic
and social) aiming at rising quality and increasing di-
versity ofthe tourist offer. Today, apart from the mar-
keting activities, significant efforts are made to create
different qualitative conditions enabling, among oth-
ers. quick and comfortable arrival of tourists to their
destinations, construction of different but qual ity car-
lying capacity, prolonged stay of tourists in a tourist
destination and better offer which includes ecotourism
in the continental part of Croatia, as differentiated from
the summer tourism at the Adriatic coast and islands
(Tisma, 2005). ThLlS, the organised ecotourism offer
in protected areas gains its significance.

3. Nature Protection in
the Republic of Croatia

The system of nature protection in the Repub-
lic of Croatia is defined by Nature Protection Act
adopted by the Croatian Parliament on May 20, 2005,
which determines the system of nature protection and
conservation of its values representing biological and
landscape diversity. Article 2 defines nature as the
basic value and one of the most important resources
of the Republic of Croatia which is protected in ac-
cordance with th is Act.

Nature protection is implemented through the
conservation of biological and landscape diversity.
protection of natural values of declared protected
areas by bodies determined by the Act and recorded
in the Register of Protected Natural Values, which
apply to conservation categories (strict reserves, na-
tional parks, special reserves, nature parks, regional

parks, nature monuments. important landscapes,
park-forests and monuments of park architecture),
protected flora and fauna. including dead samples
of protected species according to this Act and inter-
national contracts, their parts and derivates, as well
as protected minerals and fossils.

The Act defines the national park as a vast,
mainly unmodified area of mainland and/or sea of
exceptional and numerous natural values with one
or more conserved or slightly modified ecosystems
primarily intended for the conservation of natural
values. National park has a scientific, cultural. edu-
cational and recreational purpose. In a national park
only activities which do not endanger nature are al-
lowed. while economic use of natural resources is
prohibited. According to this Act catering, tourist
and recreational activities for the purpose of visiting
and touring, as well as agriculture, fishing and tradi-
tional crafts are permitted in the national park.

Furthermore, the Act defines the nature park
as a vast natural or partly cultivated area of mainland
and/or sea with ecological features of international
and national importance, with marked landscape. edu-
cational, cultural, historical. tourist and recreational
values. Economic and other activities which do not
endanger its features and its role are permitted in a
nature park. The manner of perform ing econom ic ac-
tivities and the use of natural resources in nature park
are determined by nature protection conditions.

National parks and nature parks are designated
by the Croatian Parliament based on the expert as-
sessment of the State Institute for Nature Protection.
which determines the values and management meth-
ods of the area proposed for protection. The Act also
includes the confirmation of the authority in charge
that the funds for the management of the protected
area have been secured.

The public is informed about the proposal for
the designation of the protected area while the proposed
act and the expert assessment together with cartographic
documentation undergo public hearing. The designated
protected areas are recorded in the Ministry of Cul-
ture's Register of Protected atural Values.

The measures and actions of environmental and
nature protection inside protected areas are consistent
parts ofthe following documents: physical plans, man-
agement plans and other regulations based on this Act
which determine the issues of environmental protec-
tion, conservation, improvement and the use of national
parks, nature parks and other protected areas.

Protected areas are managed by public insti-
tutions. Public institutions managing national parks
and nature parks arc established by the Government
of the Republic of Croatia. The means for the opera-
tion of a public institution come mainly from the
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government budget, county budget, the City of
Zagreb, the town or the municipality; the income
from the use of protected nature values: the income
from reimbursements: other funds determined by the
Act and special regulations.

3.1. The Development of Ecotourism in
Croatian Protected areas

Although most visitors come to Croatia because
of the Adriatic Sea, a significant increase in the number
of tourists who visitthe continental parts has also been
noticed. Through that, the development ofecotourism
has been recognised by the creators and bearers of
Croatian development policy as a significant element
in environmental and cultural education, especially
significant for the protection of protected natural ar-
eas. This attitude is incorporated in Croatian Tourism
Development Strategy for the period 2003-20 I0,
where one of the strategic goals is permanent protec-
tion. implementation and respect of the high ecologi-
cal standards, as well as a long-term and sustainable
valorisation of tourist potentials. Sustainable usage,
protection and development of natural resources are a
conditio sine qua non of the long-term development
of tourism in Croatia.

Since the concept of ecotourism is relatively
new for the Croatian tourism sector, only in the re-
cent years certain activities that can be considered
as a part of ecotourism are being developed and pro-
moted within the areas of national and nature parks.

One of the first researches of the tourism of-
fer and the level of devastation of protected natural
areas in Croatia was conducted in 1997. The research
mainly included natural parks and included the
num ber and type of visitors. The recorded num bel'
of tourists was about 651 ,000 in 1997,80% ofwhich
were international visitors and the numbers varied
distinctly from park to park depending on the
infrastructural connections. the marketing represen-
tation of the park on national and international level
and the appropriate services, such as hotels, cultural
content, the catering offer, etc. The obstacles to an
intensive development of ecotourism that were iden-
tified during the 1997 research are still, in a some-
what weakened form, present today. The most com-
mon problems are the following:

- Inappropriate protection of nature and con-
trol of the visitors within the park,

- Insufficiently developed infrastructure,
- The lack of a systematically created tourist

offer in the protected areas and the lack of coopera-
tion with local and county officials,

- Problems with ownership laws and the pri-
vatization process,

- A flawed zoning concept,
- Urbanization and illegal construction within

the parks,
- The lack 'of human resources.
- The lack of financial resources.

These problems are present in all national
parks in Croatia. Recently, the development of man-
agement plans for the parks has been set in motion,
with all components reviewed on a strategic level
(Tisma, 200 I). The basic problem during work is the
lack of educated and capable management person-
nel who, along with the knowledge of biodiversity,
also have management skills.

4. Case Study

Case study: ANALYSIS OF POTENTIALS FOR
THE DEVELOPMENT OF ECOTOURISM IN THE
NATlONAL PARKS: PLITVICE LAKES.
PAKLENICA. NORTHERN VELEBfT AND
RISNJAK, AND NATURE PARK VELEBIT

4.1. Reasons for Research and
the Scope of Analysis

The tourism in the monitored karst area can be
broadly divided in two main sectors: on the one hand,
mass tourism is concentrated on the Adriatic Coast in
the slimmer season, and. on the other, the ecotourism,
where the main attractions are obviously the Plitvice
Lakes National Park, with hundreds of thousands of
tourists from all over the world. Lately there is also a
significant niche of sport-related tourism in the area
of National Park Paklenica, one of the most favourite
destinations for the European free-clim bel'S.

The present survey is focused on the develop-
ment of the karst area tourism of the inner land of the
Republic of Croatia, based on the natural and cultural
heritage of the area. This typology of tourism is con-
cerned by several definitions (rural tourism, "alterna-
tive" tourism, etc.), but since there are five protected
areas - parks in the karst area that are main ly "respon-
sible" for the tourist offer, the ecotourism was the key
subject of the undertaken research.

The goals of assessing the current situation
and proposing actions for ecotourisrn development
are based on the following assumptions:

- Generally speaking, analysed karst area parks
do not have (with the exception of Plitvice Lakes
National Park) particular tourist attractions recogn ised
in the past. In this sense the main strong element of
this area is the valorisation of the natural phenom-
enon of karst, which gives a unique value to this area.
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- Ecotourism in the karst area must address the
target groups that look at holidays as a journey aim-
ing to experience specific landscape and real situa-
tions oflife different from the "day-to-day" situations.

- Ecotourism in these areas is a part of local
development process and the decision making proc-
ess must involve the local community.

The resources on which the tourist offer is based
cannot be only the traditional ones (a nice landscape and
a good restaurant) but must provide added value to the
tourist attractions through education on natural and cul-
tural heritage. as well as its protection and sustainability.

Some of the key additional factors of
ecotourism offer are originality and uniqueness of tour-
ist attractions. especially those related to the local
cultural heritage, richness and diversity of the offer
as well as the development of environmental conser-
vation awareness, appreciation of the local culture,
benefits to local community deriving from ecotourism.

Apart from the positive developmental impacts.
ecotourism activities in protected karst areas have some
negative consequences on natural resources, which
might be reduced and mitigated by active management
of the parks in cooperation with the local community.

Based on the method of sustainable natural
resources management related to ecotourism devel-
opment in protected areas are the management of
tourist flow, i.e. development of the system for the
assessment of tourist carrying capacity and related
monitoring system, support of the Park in the inter-
pretation of natural resources to visitors and active
participation of local community in planning and
realisation of integral use of available resources.

4.2. The Methods Used

In the scope of the project "Karst eco-system
conservation"J during the summer season (June-Sep-
tember) 2004 a survey of the visitors of National Parks
Plitvice Lakes, Paklenica, Northern Velebit and
Risnjak and Nature Park Velebit was undertaken in
order to obtain their impressions on the level of the
tourist offer and the recognised organised ecotourism
offer. The two questionnaires were prepared in coop-
eration with the Parks' staff and distributed to visitors
in order to obtain a clear picture on tourists visiting
the area and assess the target group frequenting the
area. At the same time, the questionnaires served as
the basis for the assessment of interesting tourist at-
tractions, quality of offered services, impact of pro-
motional activities and, in general, of the possibilities
of the development of ecotourism in the karst area.

1 Karst ecosystem conservation project - KEC financed by WB/
GEF (World bank/Global environmental Fond) and the Govern-
ment of the Republic of Croatia.

Questionnaire A had only few questions and
was supposed to be filled in directly by the tourists
without assistance. The basic goal of this question-
naire was to collect a high number of answers on some
basic elements (identification of the target group,
motivations for holidays, promotion efficiency and
services used) in order to have a quantitative basis on
which some general considerations on tourism now
could be set up.

Qllestionnai,.e B was much longer, and needed
the support of the park staff to be filled-in. This ques-
tionnaire was more targeted on a qualitative analysis
with the scope to estimate the customer satisfaction with
the tourist offer in the Parks. The data collected pro-
vided the basis for a sample analysis of the different
target groups. and tor the assessment of the correspond-
ing perception of the protected area offer with sugges-
tions for improvement. Also. it was conceived as a tool
to collect inputs on the perception of the destination
before the arrival. the satisfaction with promotional
material, information and services in the Parks.

Five key international tour-operators significant
for Croatia were assessed by the method of interviews
regarding their attitude towards ecotourism offer and
information on the karst protected areas in Croatia.

4.3. Current Condition of Tourism
Based on Natural Resources

It is a fact that ecotourism in a clean and pre-
served environment is becoming more popular, espe-
cially regarding the intensive urban development and
the need of an urban person for a place of calm and
relaxation. That is the basis of future development of
Croatian tourism. The protected areas and ecotourisrn
add a significant contribution to the development of
society and help strengthen the permanent balance of
natural and cultural heritage (Vidakovic, 2003). The
bearers of development and political decisions-mak-
ers on national, county and local levels are joined in
their attempt to make possible the development of karst
areas through joint activities, but they also agree that
still there are certain inconsistencies in the predicted
models. For example, although there is a general con-
sensus to prioritize sustainable tourism and
ecotourism, at the same time there are certain parties
who have strong interests in the development of hunt-
ing tourism, hotel management and large scale tourist
visits. However, the large scale visiting is not followed
by the knowledge of the necessity that each visitor
must protect and nurture the nature to the extent of
his capability, especially in karst areas where the pres-
ervation of nature is their primary function.

There are two ground regulators which deter-
mine the boundaries of using a protected area for the
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Protected area 2002 2003 2004

NP Risnjak 11,265 12,702 12,945

NP Plitvice Lakes 665,108 721,265 49,209

NP Paklenica 105,017 102,183 108,414

NP Northern Velebit 5,430 6,293 6,356

PP Velebit 493 14,884 12,497

Total 787,313 857,327 889,421

Table 1: Number of Parks visitors in the period 2002-2004 (sold entrance tickets)

activities which are not
related only to their
preservation and pro-
tection. The first deter-
mines the range and the
allowed number of vis i-
tors and the second the
special capabilities and
evaluation of ecologi-
cal capacities and the
capacity of the zone of
the basic phenomenon
(Vidakovic, 2003).

National parks
are the most organized part of the protected environ-
ment, which enables a large number of visitors, re-
specting the principles of preservation, to get to know
the nature and its laws, thus acquiring an understand-
ing of the need for protection while resting and en-
joying their unparalleled beauty. That way, the pro-
tected areas achieve their other primary function,
which is education. National parks and nature parks
own the most valuable and most attractive natural
features, and tourism in such areas has a growing
significance to a growing number of countries
(Vidakovic, 2003).

Although the national and nature parks in the
karst regions were formed in the 1950s, tourist activ-
ity in the areas now encompassing the parks was well
developed in the mid 19th century. But, since then,
their development was slowed down by wars waged
in these areas, the effects of which are felt to this day
and will be present for some time in the future.

So far only the area around the Plitvice Lakes
National Park has been intensively used in terms of
tourism. The tourist valorisation begins at the end of
the 19th century. Since the seventies of the last cen-
tury, the main road connecting Zagreb (and Western
Europe) with the tourist locations on the Dalmatian
coast, led directly through the core of the National
Park in direct vicinity of the lakes, thus becoming an
easy accessible tourist attraction. With the construc-
tion of the new highway Zagreb-Split, the main traf-
fic is now diverted out of the Park area, but it still
goes through the central part of the karst area, which
provides the park with new opportunities to recon-
sider the existing concept of mass-tourism and try to
implement a more integrated, nature based and sus-
tainable tourism in the area.

National Park Paklenica has a very interesting
and important group of visitors, free climbers, which
use the rocks in the Velika Paklenica canyon for climb-
ing and usually stay in the area for about one week.
This group forms a significant part of the visitors to the
Park. A smaller group of visitors come to the Park to

watch protected bird species or just enjoy the scenery.
As it is visible from Table I the number of

visitors of National Parks in the recent years is
slightly growing. This follows the general trend of
the increase of tourist flows in Croatia and to some
extent the interest for ecotourism in protected areas.
Large differences between the various parks are vis-
ible in the national structure of visitors. While the
Plitvice Lakes National Park is visited mainly by
foreign visitors (about 90%), parks like Northern
Velebit are visited mainly by Croatian visitors (about
75%). The figures are very difficult to compare as
every park uses its own methodology for recording
the number of visitors.

This approach will soon be surpassed by the
introduction of a unified system for protected areas
management.

4.4. Results of the Survey

The survey of tourist perception of the karst
area and data gathering have been carried out during
the 2004 summer season in four National Parks and
one Nature Park. The total number of 790 question-
naires of A and B groups were gathered during July,
August and September (the overall number of col-
lected questionnaires is 816; the mismatch is due to
invalid replies in the questionnaire).

In general, most of the f lied in questionnaires
were of group A, which was much shorter. Only in
the Plitvice Lakes National Park the number of B
questionnaires B was much higher than A. This is
mainly due to the work overload of staff and over-
crowded offices at the entrance points during high
season. This was compensated by a large number of
B questionnaires collected by park rangers in the area.
The frequency of filled in questionnaires responds
very well to the actual seasonal movement of visi-
tors in the parks.
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Figure 2. The number of filled in questionnaires per Park

The structure of park visitors reached by the
questionnaires shows that, in general, a higher number
of visitors come from abroad than from Croatia. This
especially applies to National Parks Plitvice Lakes and
Paklenica, where the number of foreign visitors is
much higher than in other parks (i.e. National Parks
Plitvice Lakes, 90% offoreign visitors).

The gender and age distribution shows a bal-
anced level, although the sample size does not allow
a more detailed interpretation.

The educational structure of visitors shows a
relatively high level of education among the park
visitors. This can be seen as an indicator that the
parks have a specific type of visitors with high level
of knowledge, but also with specific expectations
concerning the offer of the park.

200

o

Figure 3. Educational structure of visitors

The park visitors were also asked if this visit
was the first one to the area.

Figure 4. First versus repeated visits to the area

Almost three quarters of visitors
visited the respective protected area for
the first time. 26% of visitors had already
been in the park, some of them very of-
ten. This especially applies to National
Parks Risnjak and Northern Velebit, due
to Croatian mountaineers which come to
these areas for frequent one day moun-
tain hiking trips.

The visitors were also asked if the
protected area was the main goal of their
travel or if they included the park in a
round trip or similar. The results show
very even distribution of visits to the
Park being the visitors' main goal and
those being a part of the round trip.

Figure 5. Visit to the protected area as the first or
second goal

These data have also
to be seen under the aspect
of a small sample. If the
sample of the question-
naires in the Plitvice Lakes
National Park had been big-
ger, the results would for
sure show a picture more in
favour to visitors that in-
cluded Plitvice as a stop in
a wider trip.

Very indicative results have been received
from the visitors when asked about the motivation
for their visit to the protected areas. According to
the data in Figure 6, there are three main motivations
for visiting one of the protected areas: contact with
nature, walking and seeing cultural heritage, whilst
gastronomy or adventure come very low on the mo-
tivation scale.
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Figure 6. Motivation for the visit to the protected area

When asked how (by
which means of information or
advertisement) they heard of the
Park, almost one half of the visi-
tors declared that they were in-
formed about the area by friends
or relatives that visited the park ::>':10
before. This fact demonstrates
the high importance of the oral 2%
promotion, which directly de-
pends on the actua I satisfaction
of the visit. Very significant is
the low number of visitors that
heard about the Park from a
TOllr Operator (only 7%).
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Figure 7. Sources of information on the Park
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Figure 8. Services mainly used in and around the protected area

Visitors use a wide
variety of services in and
around the protected ar-
eas, such as marked trails,
accommodation (camp,
apartment, and private
room s). restaurants or
markets and information
points of the Park. Much
less used services are
guided walks, educational
activities, agro-tourisrn,
cultural heritage - muse-
ums, as well as internet
points, which is mainly
due to the lack of such
type of offer in and
around the protected ar-
eas, but also the lack of
interest of the local COIll-
munity and economy.
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One of the key functions of the questionnaires
was to receive information about the satisfaction of
visitors with ecotourisrn offer of the Park and the
recognition of other Park's functions. They were
asked if they had learned more, little or nothing dur-
ing their visit and the results show that the Park per-
sonnel is sti II not systematically engaged in infor-
mation and interpretation in general.

The results according to Parks are shown in
Figure 9.

Sjeverni Velebit

Risnjak

Plitvicka jezera

PP Velebit

Paklenica

0%

The overall results are very clear and provide
an outline of the common elements that make the
karst area a unique tourist destination, and at the same
time highlight the differences among the Parks.

For example, the Paklenica National Park is,
first of all, recognised as a beautiful landscape close
to the Adriatic Coast.

The same element is recognised for the Na-
ture Park Velebit, but the accessibility is worse: the

o Learned more

[J Learned some

D Nothing new

50% 100%,
Figure 9. Visitors' satisfaction with the level of acquired information

The results in general show a high satisfac-
tion of visitors with acquired information, but there
is still room for improvement

With regard to international experience in pro-
tected areas, the activities in Croatian karst areas such
as establishment or modernisation of information
points have intensified.

The relatively low numbers for National Parks
Paklenica and Plitvice Lakes are very indicative,
showing that most probably mass tourism reduces
visitor satisfaction. Parks like National Park North-
ern Velebit, Velebit Nature Park or National Park
Risnjak seem to match the expectations of their visi-
tors better, since the motif for visiting somewhat dif-
fers from the one for visiting National Parks Plitvice
Lakes and Paklenica.

Asked about the average duration of the stay
in the Parks, the highest rate of one day visits have
been recorded in National Parks Plitvice Lakes and
Paklenica. This shows the typical image of a mass
tourism excursion destination. As mentioned before,
the Plitvice Lakes National Park is considered as a
"must go" site (destination), while the Paklenica
National Park with its vicinity to large tourism cen-
tres on the Croatian seaside is an interesting alterna-
tive for a one day excursion for holiday makers.

The perception of the quality of tourist attrac-
tions is estimated as high, medium or low.

need of other elements (I ike gastronomy and variety
of activities) seems to be tackled by the Park.

The Plitvice Lakes National Park is also pri-
marily appreciated for its landscape and biodiversity,
and due to the fact that it is protected area. Other
services, although more developed than in other ar-
eas, (ecotourism, gastronomy and accommodation)
so not seem to be strong points of the offer.

The Risnjak National Park is well known for
its main attractions (mountaineering site and natural
beauty), but the low score of cultural values demon-
strates the need to improve the promotion of the his-
torical and social aspects of th is area.

The Northern Velebit National Park has shown
to be the most interesting destination for the nature
lovers, but it must increase the quantity and quality
of the ecotourism services, especially gastronomy
and accommodation offer.

The common problem, except in the Plitvice
Lakes National Park and somewhat in the Paklenica
National Park, is the absence of the means of publ ic
transport. There is also a need for alternative possi-
bilities of transport, such as the use of bicycles,
horses, etc.
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Figure 10. Best factors of tourist offer

The overall results of the key aspects of the
tourist offer of all five karst area parks show a high
appreciation of the visitors for the natural assets of
the area, but a considerably lower appreciation for
accommodation, gastronomy or diversity of offers.

In order to cross check this information, visi-
tors were asked about the weakest points of the tour-
ist offer of the parks. The results show mainly prob-
lems related to traffic, but also weak information

provision and low level of other offers were consid-
ered to be very important.

The questionnaire also asked for suggestions
about what the Protected Area Authority could do in
order to improve the qual ity of services. Besides other
suggestions, the need for access of disabled people
was considered as one of the key management is-
sues for the park authority, as well as the improve-
ment of the facilities for children and the reduction
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Figure 11. Weakest factors of the tourist offer
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Figure 12. Proposals for possible improvements
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of mass tourism. The improvement of staff skills and
information was also considered as an important fac-
tor for quality services in karst protected areas.

Based on the key aspects of ecotourisrn de-
velopment in karst protected areas and international
experience, the estimation of international markets
having a significant share in the Croatian tourism
sector but lack information on ecotourism offer in
karst areas has been made.

The analysis of eight countries was made, out
of which The etherlands and Germany were con-
sidered due to their respective well known interest
towards ecotourisrn, as well as Austria, Italy, Czech
Republic, Poland, Hungary and Slovakia due to their
increasing presence at the Croatian market.

Slovenia was not considered in this analysis
because there are many daily visitors with specific
reasons for their visit and the main not being
ecotourism in protected karst eco-systems.

Five key Tour Operators were identified as the
prominent actors in the definition of the "image" of
the karst area at the tourism market, i.e. which in
their catalogues have some products related to the
local offer.

The main findings of these interviews can be
summarized as follows:

one of the tour operators is specialized in
ecotourism in Croatia; the seaside is the main desti-
nation.

- The target groups are various, but generally
speaking the young people and the families are the
main ones.

- None of the interviewed tour operators has a
specific catalogue on nature-related products for
Croatia.

- Croatia has a general positive "green-blue"
Image.

- Parks and protected areas are considered only
as added value to the offer. not as the main travel
moti vation.

- The Plitvice Lakes ational Park is consid-
ered as a "must go" tourist destination. but in no way
as the protected area of high environmental value.

- The possibility to develop a partnership with
local organizations that are setting up ecotourisrn
products of high quality is appreciated.

5. Recommendations for
Ecotourism Development in

Protected Karst Areas in Croatia

Nature-related tourism is mainly based on
natural values. At the same time these biological
values, like biodiversity, rare and endangered plant
and animal species, unspoiled habitats and natural
landscapes tend to suffer from high tourism exploi-
tation. It is therefore extremely important to make
sure that areas under high tourist pressure are con-
tinuously monitored to ensure that natural and cul-
tural values which make these areas attractive are
not spoiled.

The existing tourist offer in protected karst
areas shows several types of tourist products: coastal,
SPOlt, hunting tourism and hiking, along with. in re-
cent years, visits to intact and preserved natural ar-
eas with the goal of viewing, admiring and enjoying
the landscape. the wildlife and the existing events of
cultural heritage.

Based on the analysis results, the karst areas
evidently have significant potential for the develop-
ment of ecotourism in protected natural areas. espe-
cially because of the diversity of natural and cul-
tural heritage inside the parks. Certain preconditions
for further development have already been estab-
lished, but there are still serious obstacles for its de-
velopment according to globally recognised guide-
lines for tourism development in protected areas.
Primarily, there is a lack of appropriate general pro-
motion of natural beauty and ecotourism services in
those areas (not only in karst areas), which should
be actively solved at local, county and national lev-
els in order to make ecotourism prosperous in the
interest of the entire state. Therefore, since the main
resource representing the area/territory from natural
and cultural aspects and high quality standards of
ecotourism services add value and enable competi-
tiveness growth, what is missing is a systematic pro-
motion, but also active public participation, prima-
rily of local residents, in the management or their
development based on natural beauty for achieving
higher standards and quality of living. with simulta-
neous prevention of negative impacts of tourist ac-
tivities on the environment.

Therefore. the recommendation is to use natu-
ral beauty and rich cultural heritage of karst areas as
inexhaustible development resources ifit is managed
in a sustainable manner. Additional promotion of
ecotourism in those areas at national and interna-
tional market is an obligation of decision-makers at
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national. county and local levels. The development
ofthe overall marketing concept for the development
of ecotourism in all protected areas in the Republic
of Croatia would be a significant step forward to-

wards preservation of natural resources, appl ication
of high quality services and recognition of this type
of tourist product at national and international mar-
~. .
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